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Combinations

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more.

Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die-cast plastic seat and 
an optional die-cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die-cast plastic seat and backrest
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

PLAY all plastic
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 5,7 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft

403101083

402101083

403101526

402101526

Additional Items

Cover
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Combinations

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more.

Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die-cast plastic seat and 
an optional die-cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die-cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

403104083

402104083

403104526

402104526

PLAY all plastic
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 5 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft

Additional Items

Cover
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more.

Side chair: This stackable side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die-cast plastic seat 
and an optional die-cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die-cast plastic seat and backrest
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Combinations

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

48
19

403003083

402003083

403003526

402003526

PLAY all plastic
Side chair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 5,3 kg/12 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

Additional Items

Cover
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more.

Side chair: This stackable side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die-cast plastic seat 
and an optional die-cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die-cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

48
19

Combinations

PLAY all plastic
Side chair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 4,7 kg/10 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

403103083

402103083

403103526

402103526

Additional Items

Cover
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 403101790  403101794  402101793 

 403101793  402101790  402101794 

Measurements

Collection:  Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more. 

 Armchair :  This armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame, a seat and backrest upholstered in 
man-made leather (with aluminum armrests) or satin (with polypropylene armrests), and through-holes for aeration and 
drainage. 
Frame:  Polypropylene frame with man-made leather upholstery and aluminum armrest 
Characteristics:  Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable 
Frame Maintenance:  Clean with a soft, damp cloth. 

Combinations Satin

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

 PLAY upholstered 
 Armchair 

Design by  Philippe Starck  | Weight  6,4  kg/ 14   lbs  | Volume  0,24   m³ / 8  cu ft

Additional Items

Cover

 402201713  402201715 

 403201715  403201713 

Combinations Man-made leather
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403101790 403101794 402101793

403101793 402101790 402101794

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more.

Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame, a seat and backrest
upholstered in man-made leather (with aluminum armrests) or satin (with polypropylene armrests), and through-holes 
for aeration and drainage.
Frame: Polypropylene frame with man-made leather upholstery and aluminum armrest
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft, damp cloth.

Combinations Satin

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

PLAY upholstered
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 6,4 kg/14 lbs | Volume 0,24 m3/8 cu ft

Additional Items

Cover

402201713 402201715

403201715 403201713

Combinations Man-made leather
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 403003790  402003713  403003794  402003715  402003793 

 403003793  403003715  402003790  403003713  402003794 

Measurements

Collection:  Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now 
available in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables 
and more. 

 Side chair :  This side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame, a seat and backrest upholstered in 
man-made leather or satin, and through-holes for aeration and drainage. 
Frame:  Polypropylene frame with man-made leather upholstery 
Characteristics:  Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable 
Frame Maintenance:  Clean with a soft, damp cloth. 

Combinations Satin

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

48
19

 PLAY upholstered 
 Side chair 

Design by  Philippe Starck  | Weight  6,2  kg/ 14   lbs  | Volume  0,2   m³ /  7  cu ft

Additional Items

Cover

Combinations Man-made leather
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PLAY wooden
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 4,8 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame, a sea-bent plywood seat and a 
choice of polished aluminum or polypropylene armrests. It combines high design with practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame with sea-bent plywood seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft, damp cloth.

Combinations

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

403111201

402111201

403211201

402211201

Additional Items

Cover
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PLAY wooden
Side chair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 4,2 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

Measurements

Combinations

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

48
19

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Side chair: This stackable PLAY side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame and a sea-bent ply-
wood seat. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame with sea-bent plywood seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft, damp cloth.

Additional Items

Cover

403013201 402013201
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PLAY woven
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 4,8 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft

Measurements

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

65

57

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame, a seat and backrest of 
handwoven DEDON Fiber, and polypropylene armrests. The “Pattern Europe” version comes with a choice of polished 
aluminum or polypropylene armrests. 
Frame: Polypropylene frame with seat and backrest of handwoven DEDON fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

402101519 401101515 402101512 402201512

403101516 403101522 402101521

Combinations SatinAdditional Items

Cover
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PLAY woven
Side chair

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 4,2 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Side chair: This stackable side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame and a seat and backrest of 
handwoven DEDON Fiber. It combines high design with practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame with seat and backrest of handwoven DEDON fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

52

82

48 19

48
19

402003519 401003515 402003512

403003516 403003522 402003521

Combinations SatinAdditional Items

Cover
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PLAY
Bistro table

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 17,2 kg/38 lbs | Volume 0,26 m³/9 cu ft

Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Bistro table: This bistro table consists of a playful combination of materials and textures — including porcelain stone-
ware, aluminum and DEDON fiber — characteristic of Philippe Starck. 
Frame: Tabletop consists of porcelain. Base is powder-coated aluminum. Structure consists of rotation-moulded poly-
propylene wrapped in DEDON fiber.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

ø 60

72

ø 60

Combinations Additional Items

Cover

403045000 401045000
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PLAY
Bistro table

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 32 kg/71 lbs | Volume 0,35 m³/12 cu ft

Measurements

Combinations

cm
inch

70

72

70

Additional Items

Cover

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Bistro table: This bistro table consists of a playful combination of materials and textures — including porcelain stone-
ware, aluminum and DEDON fiber — characteristic of Philippe Starck. 
Frame: Tabletop consists of porcelain. Base is powder-coated aluminum. Structure consists of rotation-moulded poly-
propylene wrapped in DEDON fiber.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

403065000 401065000
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PLAY
Bistro table

Design by Philippe Starck | Weight 33,1 kg/73 lbs | Volume 0,58 m³/20 cu ft

Measurements

Combinations

cm
inch

ø 90

72

ø 90

Additional Items

Cover

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Bistro table: This bistro table consists of a playful combination of materials and textures — including porcelain stone-
ware, aluminum and DEDON fiber — characteristic of Philippe Starck. 
Frame: Tabletop consists of porcelain. Base is powder-coated aluminum. Structure consists of rotation-moulded poly-
propylene wrapped in DEDON fiber.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

403055000 401055000
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a tabletop made of 
an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

160
63

73

80

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400063202 | Weight 36 kg/79 lbs | Volume 0,93 m3/33 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a tabletop made of 
an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

100

73

100

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400075202 | Weight 32 kg/71 lbs | Volume 0,73 m3/26 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a tabletop made of 
an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

200
78

73 28

100
39

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400065202 | Weight 48 kg/106 lbs | Volume 1,46 m3/52 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a tabletop made of 
an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

270

73

100

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400067202 | Weight 60,5 kg/133 lbs | Volume 1,97 m3/70 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a tabletop made of 
an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin. Ice cooler is stainless steel
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

400

73

100

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400071202 | Weight 90 kg/198 lbs | Volume 2,92 m³/103 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that 
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available 
in 55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table incl. Icecooler: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a 
tabletop made of an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin. Ice cooler is stainless steel
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

270

135

73

100

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table incl. Icecooler

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400069202 | Weight 69,4 kg/153 lbs | Volume 1,97 m3/70 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that puts 
unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now available in 
55 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck-designed tables and more.

Dining table incl. Icecooler: This dining table features eye-catching polished, powder-coated aluminum legs and a 
tabletop made of an eco-friendly compound of bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin.
Frame: Tablelegs are powder-coated, polished die-cast aluminum. Tabletop structure consists of anodized aluminum 
frame and powder-coated aluminum profiles. Tabletop consists of durable, eco-friendly wood substitute made from 
bamboo powder and thermoplastic resin. Ice cooler is stainless steel
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The tabletop should be treated regularly using a DEDON 
care kit.

cm
inch

400

200

73

100

Additional Items

Cover

PLAY
Dining table incl. Icecooler

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 400073202 | Weight 101 kg/223 lbs | Volume 2,92 m3/103 cu ft

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.




